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ABSTRACT Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) is a form of wireless communication that is extremely sensitive
to latency, because the latency is directly related to driving safety. The V2X systems developed so far have
been based on the LTE system. However, the conventional LTE system is not able to support the latency
requirements of latency-aware V2X. Fortunately, the state-of-the-art cellular technology standard includes
the development of latency reduction schemes, such as shortened transmission time intervals (TTI) and self-
contained subframes. This paper verifies and analyzes the latency of cellular-based V2Xwith shortened TTI,
which is one of the most efficient latency reduction schemes. To verify the feasibility of V2X service, we
divide the V2X latency into two types of latency, TTI-independent latency and TTI-proportional latency.
Moreover, using system-level simulations considering additional overhead from shortened TTI, we evaluate
the latency of cellular-based V2X systems. Based on this feasibility verification, we then propose cellular-
based V2X system design principles in terms of shortened TTI with only one OFDM symbol and while
sustaining radio resource control connection.

INDEX TERMS Cellular networks, vehicular andwireless technologies, system analysis and design, latency,
shortened TTI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications are being
investigated to support autonomous driving, road safety, and
efficient traffic services, all of which are key emerging
transformations in the future automobile industry [1]–[5].
V2X communications support these services by enabling the
exchange of information between vehicles, infrastructure,
and pedestrians, which can prevent car accidents and provide
more efficient driving routes. Cellular systems are currently
close to adopting V2X - they are reliable and support QoS
control of a wireless link, which are some of the features
that V2X services require to enable safe and efficient driving.
More specifically, V2X has been standardized in the 3rd gen-
eration partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE)
standard.

Cellular-based V2X systems consider latency to be the
most important performance metric, while conventional cel-
lular systems consider system throughput to be the most
important performance metric [1], [5]. The reasons for this
are as follows: First, the level of safety decreases as the
delay in receiving safety information increases in V2X sys-
tems. While a delay in multimedia information may cause
a movie to pause temporarily, delayed information in V2X
communications could result in serious automobile accidents
and injuries. Secondly, the volume of data transmission in
V2X communications is much smaller than that in general
cellular systems. Sensing information or safety notifications
transmitted via a V2X link can be carried in a small packet.
Hence, high-speed data transmissions are less important in
V2X systems.
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In this paper, we categorize the latency of V2X systems
into one of two types depending on whether or not the latency
is proportional to the transmission time interval (TTI), which
is the minimum transmission time unit in cellular systems.
Each data transmission, i.e., control signaling, scheduling
configuration, retransmission process, and so on, consumes at
least one TTI [6], [7]. In this paper, these elements of latency
are referred to as TTI-proportional latency (PL). On the other
hand, other latency elements, such as backhaul transmissions,
core network processing time, and the time for wireless link
configuration processes are not related to the TTI duration.
Consequently, these other latency elements are not propor-
tional to the TTI. Hence, these elements of latency will be
referred to as TTI-independent latency (IL). Our analysis of
the latency of cellular-based V2X services is based on these
two latency factors PL and IL.
This paper provides analyses of the latency of cellular-

based V2X systems and verifies the feasibility of V2X ser-
vices with cellular-based systems.We first present the latency
requirements of V2X services and the operating modes of
cellular-based V2X. Then, an analysis of the latency of
cellular-based V2X is performed from the PL and IL per-
spectives. The latency analysis will show that the current
version of the cellular-based V2X system with a 1ms TTI
duration is not able to satisfy the latency requirements of
V2X services [5]. In the upcoming cellular system, the TTI
duration will be much shorter due to the existence of multiple
numerologies and shortened TTI units, such as slot and mini-
slot [6]–[10]. Using PL, the effect of the shortened TTI on
latency is analyzed in consideration of the V2X operation
modes and latency requirements. Through practical system
level simulations that consider the traffic loads and addition
overhead, we also show that the latency increases faster as
the traffic load increases for shorter TTI. Finally, cellular-
based V2X system design principles are proposed in terms
of shortened TTI.

II. LATENCY REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATING MODES
This section presents the latency requirements for V2X ser-
vices. The latency requirements are given as a time threshold
value (100ms, 50ms, 20ms, and 10ms for each application).
V2X operation modes are then introduced. Communication
procedures differ depending on the operation mode, resulting
in differences in latency. We then provide a detailed latency
analysis in Section III in consideration of the latency require-
ments and V2X operation modes.

A. LATENCY REQUIREMENT FOR VEHICLE-RELATED
SERVICES
The V2X services can be categorized into three
groups: 1) safety-related services, 2) non-safety-related ser-
vices, and 3) automated driving-related services [1], [4].

1) Safety-related services are concerned with real-time
safety messages, such as warning messages (e.g., abrupt
brake warning message) to reduce the risk of car accidents.
In these types of services, timeliness and reliability are

considered to be key requirements. On the other hand, 2) non-
safety-related services are intended to optimize the traffic
flow on the road so that travel time is reduced. Thus, these
services enable a more efficient and comfortable driving
experience with no stringent requirements in terms of latency
and reliability.

For the safety-related services, if we consider the fre-
quency of periodic messages (e.g., from 1 to 10 messages/s)
and the reaction time of most drivers (e.g., from 0.6 s to 1.4 s),
then the maximum allowable end-to-end latency must not
exceed 100ms [1]. In fact, depending on the service type, the
latency requirement may even be less than 100ms, (e.g., 20ms
for a pre-crash sensing warning).

In addition to these kinds of services, 3) automated driving-
related services are now being developed as key transfor-
mations begin to occur in the automotive industry. These
automated driving-related services require more rigorous
latency, data rate, and positioning accuracy requirements.
Therefore, the latency requirements for automated driving-
related services are more stringent than those required for
safety-related services. For example, automated overtaking or
high density platooning services have a 10ms requirement.

Since the scope of this paper is the latency issue in
V2X communications, we will be focusing on the 1) safety-
related and 3) automated driving-related services. Table 1
lists the V2X service use cases and the corresponding latency
requirements [3], [4].

FIGURE 1. Modes of operation of V2X communications. (a) is the
operating mode over SL. (b) is the operating mode over UL/DL. (c) is the
convergence operating modes (a) and (b) and utilizes relay transmissions.

B. OPERATING MODES OF CELLULAR-BASED
V2X COMMUNICATIONS
In Fig. 1, the cellular-based V2X communication system
operating modes depicted are: (a) sidelink (SL)-based V2X,
(b) uplink (UL)/downlink (DL)-based V2X and (c) relay-
based V2X [3], [5].

The SL-based V2X in Fig. 1(a) is referred to as PC5-based
V2X in 3GPP. In SL-based V2X, vehicles directly exchange
their information by one-hop transmission. In this mode,
the transmitter sends information about location, traffic, sta-
tus, etc. to one or more receivers directly. Since this mode
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TABLE 1. V2X service use cases and latency requirements.

operates in a broadcast manner, the same data can be trans-
mitted efficiently to multiple nodes in a common resource.
In this mode, the latency mainly occurs while establishing
the uplink connection and resource allocation.

Fig. 1(b) shows the UL/DL-based V2Xmode, also referred
to as Uu-based V2X in 3GPP. In this V2X mode, two trans-
mission hops must be made when exchanging information
between vehicles. In this case, the information is first received
at evolved node B (eNB) in an UL, then forwarded to desti-
nation receivers in a DL. For transmitting the information in
the DL, appropriate DL protocols can be selected from among
unicast, the multimedia broadcast multicast service (MBMS),
or single cell point-to-multipoint (SC-PTM).

Fig. 1(c) is the relay-based V2X mode. This mode is not
specifically named in 3GPP. In this mode, vehicles send
their information over more than two hops. With multi-hop
transmission, the information signal goes through road side
units (RSU) and cellular networks. A transmitter can send
V2X data to other user equipment (UE) or RSUs through
the SL. The UEs that receive the data forward it to the eNB
through the UL. The eNB then transmits the data to other
UEs in the DL. This takes at least three hops, as depicted in
Fig. 1(c). As shown on the right side of Fig. 1(c), the data

transmission path can also be UL-DL-SL, depending on the
location of the RSU and eNB. The relay-based V2X mode
cannot help consuming the longest time for data transmission,
resulting in the worst latency while the multi-hop transmis-
sion lengthens the communication distance.

III. LATENCY OF CELLULAR-BASED
V2X COMMUNICATION
In this paper, the latency that occurs in V2X communications
is separated into two latency factors: PL and IL.
PL is a latency factor linearly proportional to a TTI dura-

tion. The TTI is the most important design parameter in stan-
dardizing wireless communication systems. The TTI value is
determined by taking waveforms, RF transmission character-
istics, scheduling periods, link setup procedures, data decod-
ing time, and so on into consideration. On the other hand,
IL is a latency factor which cannot be changed even if the TTI
duration varies. IL normally reflects core network backhaul
latency, parts of MAC and upper layer latency (collectively
referred to as upper layer latency), and so on.

In the following subsections, latency elements composing
a whole latency are provided in detail. Almost all of them
consist of both IL and PL factors. In order to distinguish one
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from the other, the PL is measured using TTI as the units
while IL is measured using milliseconds (ms) as the units.

A. LATENCY OF EACH V2X ELEMENT
The latency elements in V2X are the configuration, message
transmission, and processing latencies [5], [11], [12]. The
configuration latency is the time required to set up a wireless
connection after the disconnect event. The message trans-
mission latency is the time duration required to transmit a
message between network entities. The processing latency
is the time required for network entities to process signals.
These results are extracted and analyzed from [5] and [11].

• Configuration latency
The configuration latency includes the radio resource
control (RRC) connection, SL configuration, and paging
latencies. The configuration latency does not always
affect the latency of each transmission since it only
occurs when the connection between two nodes has not
yet been established.

– RRC connection latency: The RRC connection
latency is the time duration required to change the
RRC state of the UE from idle to connected.

1) The UE requests an RRC connection to the eNB
to establish the connection (10.5 TTI).

2) After the request, the eNB sets up the RRC
connection (18 TTI).

3) The eNB transmits the RRC securitymode com-
mand, reconfigures the connection, and the UE
completes the setup process (21.5 TTI).

– SL configuration latency: The SL configuration
latency is the time duration required to establish
an SL connection between two UEs after the RRC
connection has been established. Before the SL
transmission, the source UE needs to make an SL
connection to the destination UE through the eNB.

1) The source UE transmits the SLUE information
to the eNB (19.3 TTI+ SR1/2).

2) The eNB transmits the RRC reconfiguration
message to the source UE and the destination
UE through a unicast channel (4.8 TTI).

– Paging latency: The paging latency is the time
duration required to wait for the next paging
cycle and the paging message decoding time (from
164 TTI to 324 TTI). This latency only occurs for
unicast DL transmissions.

• Message transmission latency
The message transmission latency includes the SL
transmission, DL transmission, and UL transmission
latencies. After the connection is configured, the UEs
involved in the V2X communications transmit the mes-
sage to the destination component.

1The Scheduling Request (SR) period is the waiting time for the uplink
control channel. (10 TTI for the normal SR period and 1 TTI for the short
SR period)

– SL transmission latency: The SL transmission
latency is the time duration required for the source
UE to send the V2X message to the destination UE
through the SL. The SL transmission has two trans-
mission modes, an autonomous scheduling mode
(SL mode 2) and a non-autonomous scheduling
mode (SL mode 1). Therefore, the SL scheduling
time is not considered in SLmode 2. On the SL side,
the latency components consist of the following:

1) The UE waits for the SL scheduling period
(16+ SR TTI).

2) UE receives SL control information (SCI) trans-
mission time (8+ SPS2 TTI).

3) Source UE transmits data over SL to destination
UE (from 4 TTI to 22 TTI).

4) The destination UE decodes received data
(1.5 TTI).

5) The upper layer of the destination UE processes
decoded data (3ms).

– DL transmission latency: The DL transmission
latency is the time duration required for the eNB
to send the V2X message to the destination UE
through the DL. The latency of the DL transmis-
sion varies with the transmission protocols, such as
unicast, MBMS, and SC-PTM, since the MBMS3

and the SC-PTM4 need to wait for a scheduling
opportunity. On the DL side, the latency compo-
nents generally consist of the following:

1) The eNB encodes the data andwaits for schedul-
ing alignment (1.5 TTI).

2) The eNB transmits the data to the other UE
(1 TTI).

3) The UE decodes the received data (1.5 TTI).
4) If a transmission error occurs, the eNB retrans-

mits the data (8 TTI× 10%).5

5) The upper layer of the destination UE processes
the decoded data (3ms).

– UL transmission latency: The UL transmission
latency is the time duration required for the source
UE to send theV2Xmessage to the eNB through the
UL. The UL transmission is categorized as either
pre-grant scheduling or dynamic scheduling (DS).
With pre-grant scheduling, such as semi-persistent
scheduling (SPS), the SR and SR grant process can
be omitted. In SPS mode, the UEs just wait for
the next SPS period before transmitting the V2X
message to the eNB. The UL transmission with DS
consists of the following:

1) The UE waits for a SR period (1,10 TTI).

2The Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) period is configured as 10, 40,
or 80 TTI.

3TheMulticast channel Scheduling Period (MSP) is configured as 40 TTI.
4The SC-PTM scheduling period (SSP) is configured as 1 or 10 TTI.
5The block error rate is assumed as 10%.
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2) The UE does the SR grant process with the
eNB (4 TTI).

3) The UE transmits the data over the UL6

(6.8 TTI).
4) With the buffer status report (BSR), the UL

transmission needs the BSR time (8 TTI).
• Processing latency The processing latency is the time
duration required for network and RSU processing and
occurs in the backhaul system and the upper layer of the
transmission system (e.g., application layer processing).
– Network processing latency: The network pro-

cessing latency is the time duration required from
the time of the eNB reception of the V2X message
in the UL to the time when the eNB is ready to
transmit the V2V message over the DL. It includes
the time duration required for backhaul transmis-
sion (20ms).

– RSU processing latency: The RSU Processing
Latency denotes the processing time required at the
RSU side. It includes the upper layer processing
time in the RSU (3ms).

Table 2(a) represents the summary and value of each
latency element based on the PL and IL. These results make
it possible to estimate the latency of V2X transmissions in
each operating mode. Moreover, the effect of V2X with a
shortened TTI can be evaluated based on these results.

B. LATENCY OF V2X OPERATING MODES
V2X communication basically uses three operating modes.
Since each mode has its own communication procedures
affecting the latency described in Fig. 1, latency must be
evaluated separately mode by mode. For consistency with the
previous latency evaluation, PL is denoted using TTIs as the
units while TTI-independent-latency is denoted using ms.
• SL-based V2X latency: In SL-based V2X operation,
the source UEs directly transmit the V2Xmessage to the
destination UEs. Therefore, this operation only consid-
ers the SL transmission latency.

• UL/DL-based V2X latency: In UL/DL-based V2X
operation, the source UEs transmit the V2X message to
the eNB over the UL. Then, the eNB transmits the V2X
message to the destination UE over the DL. Therefore,
this operation only considers 1) the UL transmission
latency, 2) the network processing latency, and 3) the DL
transmission latency. In Table 2(b), a UL transmission
with a short SR and DS and without a separate BSR is
considered to be the default.

• Relay-based V2X latency Relay-based V2X operation
has twomodes of operation: SL-UL-DL andUL-DL-SL.
In SL-UL-DL operation, 1) the source UE transmits the
V2Xmessage to the near RSU or other UEs over the SL.
2) Then, the near RSU or other UEs transmit the V2X

6This is almost identical to the DL Data transmission, and includes items
such as UL data encoding, UL data transmission, UL data decoding time,
and retransmission time.

message to the eNB over the UL. 3) The eNB transmits
the V2X message to the destination UE over the DL.
In UL-DL-SL operation, the transmission process is the
reverse of the SL-UL-DL operation.

IV. LATENCY OF V2X SYSTEMS WITH SHORTENED TTI
A. LATENCY REDUCTION SCHEMES
Shortened TTI, semi-persistent scheduling, contention-based
transmission, and self-contained subframes are examples of
schemes designed to reduce cellular system latency [6]–[10].
They reduce the IL by reducing the minimum unit of trans-
mission (Shortened TTI), the UL scheduling period (semi-
persistent scheduling and contention-based transmission),
and by changing the frame structure.

All of them except shortened TTI focus on reducing the UL
latency, since UL transmission has additional processes and
is more susceptible to delays than DL transmission. These
schemes are not efficient in V2X systems because the latency
of the V2X systems derives not only from the UL, but also
from the DL and SL. On the other hand, shortened TTI
reduces all PL in DL, SL, and UL transmission. Shortened
TTI can thus be expected to reduce the overall latency of the
V2X system. Therefore, we will focus on a V2X system using
shortened TTI as a candidate for latency-aware V2X systems.

FIGURE 2. Shortened TTI frame structure for low latency systems. (a) is
the sub-frame structure of the conventional cellular system. (b) is the
sub-frame structure of the shortened TTI system with mini-slot.

Shortened TTI reduces PL by reconstructing the subframe
structure as shown Fig. 2. A slot &mini-slot structure reduces
the TTI by reducing the number of symbols in the TTI sub-
frame. For instance, each TTI becomes 1/2ms and 1/14ms
with 7 OFDM symbols or 1 OFDM symbol in each TTI,
respectively.

However, shortened TTI has the disadvantage of increasing
the overhead, which results from additional scheduling and
reference signals and from retransmission. These overheads
are expected to increase as the TTI is reduced, but no clear
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TABLE 2. Latency evaluation of V2X communication systems.

figures have yet been researched. In this paper, the additional
overhead compared with conventional systems is assumed to
be 10% and 30% for 1/2ms TTI and 1/14ms TTI in the SLS,
respectively, based on [7].

B. EVALUATION OF V2X LATENCY WITH
SHORTENED TTI
In this section, we evaluate the latency performance enhance-
ment to the V2X system achieved with shortened TTI.
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FIGURE 3. Evaluation and comparison of latency in a V2X communication system with shortened TTI: (a) represents the latency
evaluations and (b) illustrates a comparison of the latency requirements and latency evaluations.

We will refer to V2X with shortened TTI as V2X-s in this
paper. Fig. 3 shows the latency comparison of the V2X and
V2X-s systems for different TTI configurations. The 1ms TTI

configuration denotes the conventional cellular-based
V2X system. The 1/2ms and 1/14ms TTI configurations
can be implemented in the V2X-s system. The 1/2ms TTI
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is just a half-length of the conventional LTE subframe.
In this case, a slot has 7 OFDM symbols with 15kHz
subcarrier spacing. The 1/14ms TTI has just one OFDM
symbol with 15kHz subcarrier spacing in each TTI. In this
figure, the values in parentheses denote the configuration
latency which occurs when the connection has not yet been
established. For this result, it is assumed that the SR, SPS,
and SPP are set up at the minimum value that they can
achieve.

Fig. 3(a) shows that cellular-based V2X can support only
the limited number of V2X services presented Table I.
In this case, 85.5ms is the minimum latency when SCPTM in
UL/DL-based V2X is utilized. Based on this minimum time,
only 3 transmission methodologies can support V2X services
with the 100ms latency requirement. In Table I, the pre-crash
sensing warning might not be able to be implemented in the
LTE system, even though this is obviously one of the most
important in terms of vehicle driving safety. Combinations of
relay-based V2X and unicast cause latencies that are too large
to be utilized for V2X due to the paging time.

Cellular-based V2X systems are not appropriate for
latency-aware automated driving-related services, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). This is because SL-based V2X with SL
mode 1 and relay-based V2X are not able to sup-
port the 100ms latency requirement that is necessary for
safety-related services, such as FCW, emergency warnings,
etc. SL-based V2X with SL mode 2 and UL/DL-based V2X
with MBMS are able to meet the 100ms requirement. More-
over, UL/DL-based V2X with unicast or SCPTM are also
able to support the 50ms latency requirement for see-through
service. This is because UL/DL-based V2X with unicast or
SCPTM has an advantage in scheduling the waiting time for
the transmission.

In the same figure, we can see that V2X-s meets the latency
requirements of the V2X services defined in Table I. With
a 1/2ms TTI configuration, all of the modes of operation
available inV2X-s are able tomeet the 100ms latency require-
ment. However, there are no acceptable modes for V2X
services with latency requirements not to exceed 20ms. The
20ms latency requirement can finally be satisfied when the
V2X-s system adopts the SL operation mode with the
1/14ms configuration. The IL portion of the whole latency
in SL operation mode is relatively smaller in this case.
The same system can even achieve latencies lower than
10ms. This result shows us that SL-based V2X should
be implemented with shortened TTI if the goal is to
include the automated overtake and high density platooning
V2X services.

Fig. 3(b) illustrates the latency performance of various
V2X operation modes versus the latency requirements of
the V2X services. Only the SL-based V2X mode with
1/14ms TTI configuration is suitable for V2X services with
10ms latency requirements. If the relay-based V2X mode
is not adopted, all of the V2X modes can support the
V2X services with 50ms latency requirements. The relay-
based V2X mode might be not suitable for latency-aware

V2X services because of the large number of transmission
procedures, which reduces the benefits from shortened TTI.

C. SLS RESULTS OF V2X SYSTEMS WITH SHORTENED TTI
Consistent with the previous results shown in this paper,
we performed system level simulation (SLS) under variable
traffic demands.

We considered only the SL-based V2X mode in SLS.
The reason for selecting the SL-based V2X mode is that
it achieves the minimum latency. Hence, we can evaluate
the degradation of the best latency performance as the traf-
fic demand increases. SLS mainly performs resource block
allocation over plural TTIs. If the traffic demand increases,
V2X data cannot be scheduled in a TTI. This phenomenon
commonly occurs with the SL-based V2X mode as well as
UL/DL-based and relay-based modes. Therefore, SLS results
on the SL-based V2X mode can be easily extended and
applied to other operation modes.

Fig. 4 shows the SL-based V2X (SL mode 2) latency as the
traffic demand increases. Low traffic, mid traffic, and high
traffic demands represent a 20% resource utilization (RU),
50% RU, and 80% RU, respectively. The simulation param-
eters are summarized in Fig. 3(a) based on [5] and [13]. The
additional overhead of V2X-s compared with conventional
systems is assumed to be 10% and 30% for 1/2ms TTI
and 1/14ms, respectively.

Fig. 4(b) illustrates the effects of the shortened TTI with
low traffic demand. The benefits of the V2X-s systems can
be clearly seen. The 1/14 TTI configuration has only 24%
latency and 13% latency compared with 1/2 TTI configura-
tion and 1 TTI configuration, respectively. Fig. 4(c) repre-
sents the data transmission time in terms of the TTI. In the
theoretical evaluations presented in Table 2 and Fig. 3, we
have assumed that the data transmission completes within 1
TTI based on [7]. However, the shortened TTI can carry a
smaller amount of data, which results in segmented packet
transmissions and additional overhead with shortened TTI.

The negative effect of segmented packet transmissions on
the latency worsens as the traffic load increases, as depicted
in Fig. 4(d), because the number of allocated resource blocks
decreases. The segmented packet problem is one of the most
significant latency performance degeneration issues associ-
ated with shortened TTI. The SLS results are provided to rep-
resent the segmented packet problem, the since the segmented
packet problem is difficult to evaluate using mathematical
analysis.

D. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR LATENCY-AWARE
V2X SERVICES
For V2X services with latency requirements under 20, such
as the pre-crash sensing warning and services related to
automated driving, our research on V2X-s has brought the
following design principles to the forefront.

First, ‘‘one-OFDM-symbol’’ TTI (1/14 TTI) should be the
method of choice in V2X systems. If this is not possible
because of signaling overhead inefficiency, wider subcarrier
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FIGURE 4. SLS results for latency of V2X communication system with shortened TTI.

spacings should be considered, since the duration of one
OFDM symbol is inversely proportional to the subcarrier
spacing. Based on our results, it should be possible to satisfy
TTI ∗(1/fs+Tg) < 1/14ms, where fs is the subcarrier spacing
and Tg is a guard interval, such as a cyclic prefix. Once the
given formula is satisfied, a subcarrier spacing and number of
OFDM symbols in a TTI can be selected that is suitable for
the system’s specific purposes.

Second, the RRC connection should be sustained while
a V2X service continues if the goal is to implement V2X
services with 10ms latency requirements. In Fig. 3(b), no
results reflect the RRC connection time of 50 TTIs (values
noted in parentheses). If RRC connection re-establishment
time is needed for data transmission, no V2X modes
will be able to support V2X services with 10ms latency
requirements.
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Third, the data traffic load should be kept below a cer-
tain level. As the traffic load increases, the segmented
packet transmissions increase and the latency of transmission
increases. Based on our SLS results, RU should be at least
lower than 80% to support the 20ms latency requirement.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new analysis of the latency of V2X
systems from the PL and IL perspectives. Based on these
analyses, we were able to conclude that the conventional
cellular-based V2X system is not able to satisfy the latency
requirements of V2X services. Moreover, the feasibility of
V2X service was verified based on the analyses in terms of
the latency. The SLS results evaluate the degradation of the
latency performance with the segmented packet as the traffic
demand increases. Accordingly, we verified the feasibility
of the V2X services and suggested design principles for
V2X systems.
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